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Student life means lots of struggle and lots of hard work with research work 
and other written assignments. Once you start writing research papers, you 

will come across many new things. For instance, things like research 

methodology, literature review, annotated bibliography, and citations.   

I was introduced to annotated bibliography quite late in my student life. I sat 

down to write my paper for me and while going through the instruction I 
realized that the instructor has also asked for an annotated bibliography of 

the used sources. I was familiar with the literature review but not the 

annotated bibliography. I did a quick search on the internet and took help 
from my instructor to write an annotated bibliography that one time. I did 

not find it much difficult but it took me time to perfect writing an annotated 
bibliography. Today, I share with you the method of writing a critical 

annotated bibliography.  

Critical bibliography is a little different from the usually annotated 
bibliography. In a critical annotated bibliography, a researcher takes note of 

the author’s bias and his tone. You can add your positive or negative 
judgments about the content and you can also add why a particular source is 

better or worse than the other ones. While in a commonly written annotated 

bibliography you write about the research question and findings of the 
concerned source. You also take note of the methods and methodology used 

across the material. 

Sometimes it is thought that only the researchers are required to write a 
critical annotated bibliography for their work. This is not true because many 

a time an essay writer, a student, or even a journalist has to write a critical 
annotated bibliography. So this post is not only for researchers but everyone 

out there. 

To write a critical annotated bibliography the first thing that you are required 

to do is to write a complete citation of the source, as would be written in a 

bibliography. You can follow any appropriate format of your choice. 

After you have entered the citation for your source start your critical 

annotated bibliography from a new indented line. The major components of 
a critical annotated bibliography include the key research questions, 
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hypothesis, the methodology used, and the findings of the concerned source. 
Toward the end, you not only evaluate the source but also mention the 

relevance and effectiveness of the findings of the author’s research. This is 
what sets a critical annotated bibliography different from a descriptive 

annotated bibliography. You write your critical response to the source that 

you annotated.  

As stated earlier, you are required to write annotated bibliography no matter 

what field you are from. Possibly, if you are working on how to write an 
autobiography only then you may not need to write a critical annotated 

bibliography but it is virtually written in every field of writing. You are 

required to provide a critical response, that is why to write a critical 
annotated bibliography you must be well-familiar with the content of your 

chosen source. 

It is easy to locate the key questions and findings in the introductory and 
concluding sections of your source but to analyze the effectiveness of the 

findings you need to thoroughly study the content.  

Your value judgment and critical comments are the most important on a 

critical annotated bibliography. After you have commented on the source, 
you write about the tone the author had employed and mention if there was 

any bias in his tone. You can also comment on the credibility of the essay 
writing service for writing the world. The critical annotated bibliography also 

requires you to confirm the accuracy of the stated facts and information. You 
evaluate the grounds on the basis of which the author has made certain 

claims. 
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